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Resumen

La complejidad de los sistemas que demanda la sociedad actual (p.ej., sistemas distribuidos
en la nube, sistemas ciber-físicos, Internet de las cosas, sistemas colaborativos y dependientes
del contexto, etc) plantea cada vez dificultades mayores para ser abordada con los paradigmas
de programación mayoritarios. Aumentar el nivel de abstracción con el que se desarrolla el
software es un elemento esencial para abordar esta complejidad. La Ingeniería Dirigida por
Modelos (MDE; Model-Driven Engineering) propone el uso activo de modelos durante todas
las fases del desarrollo de un sistema software. Así, los modelos no son solo documentación
pasiva, sino que se utilizan para describir, simular, probar y generar el código de un sistema,
a través de transformaciones de modelos que automatizan este proceso. En MDE, el foco del
desarrollo está puesto en la creación de los modelos que representan las diferentes partes del
sistema a un mayor nivel de abstracción, en lugar de simplemente en la codificación utilizando
uno o más lenguajes de programación. Es habitual que los modelos se construyan utilizando
lenguajes específicos de dominio (DSLs, por sus siglas en inglés). El MDE se ha utilizado con
éxito en muchos ámbitos [6, 7], sin embargo la calidad y la facilidad de uso de las herramientas
de modelado sigue siendo un factor limitante para una adopción más amplia [8].

Por otra parte, el aprendizaje automático (Machine Learning; ML) es un paradigma que
intenta abordar problemas que son muy complicados de programar a mano (p.ej., análisis de
sentimientos [9], reconocimiento de caras [10], traducción de textos [11], etc). En general, dado
un problema y datos referentes a dicho problema el ML busca (o aprende) una función mate-
mática que asocia el conjunto de entradas con el conjunto de salidas empleado algún algoritmo
de aprendizaje. Dependiendo de la naturaleza de los datos, tenemos los siguientes tipos de
aprendizaje [12]: supervisado (tenemos muestras de entradas con sus respectivas salidas), no
supervisado (solo disponemos de las entradas) y por refuerzo (podemos obtener alguna medida
de la calidad de una salida siguiendo la entrada asociada). Las técnicas de ML han sido apli-
cadas con éxito en varios campos de la Ingeniería del Software. En particular, es importante
destacar los avances recientes de los entornos de desarrollo integrados (Integrated Development
Environments; IDEs) para código gracias al ML. Los IDEs actuales incluyen funcionalidades
que aumentan la productividad de un programador como, por ejemplo, generación de docu-
mentación, detección de defectos en código, o incluso generación de tests [13, 14].

Recientemente, las técnicas de ML han empezado a ser utilizadas para resolver tareas en
el contexto de MDE. Por ejemplo, Nguyen et al. [15] emplea redes neuronales para clasificar
meta-modelos en categorías de dominio; Osman et al. [16] extrae varias características de los
modelos UML y los clasifica en reverse-engineered o forward-engineered empleando un enfoque
supervisado. El agrupamiento no supervisado o clustering de modelos también ha sido estudiado
en trabajos previos. Basciani et al. [17] tratan los modelos como si fueran documentos de texto y
emplean clustering jerárquico para extraer grupos. Babur et al. [18] proponen usar la estructura
de grafo de los modelos considerando n−grams para llevar a cabo el clustering. Finalmente, en
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el contexto de aprendizaje por refuerzo, Barriga et al. [19] emplean técnicas de aprendizaje por
refuerzo para reparar artefactos software.

A diferencia de los IDEs de código, las herramientas de modelado todavía no aprovechan
los algoritmos de ML para mejorar su funcionalidad y hay aún varias cuestiones que tienen
que explorarse para conseguir aplicar todo el potencial de ML en el dominio del modelado. Por
ejemplo, un factor limitante encontrado en la literatura es la falta de conjuntos de datos (o
datasets) de modelos. El no tener un buen dataset limita la generalización de los modelos ML
e imposibilita la aplicación de técnicas de aprendizaje profundo (Deep Learning) ya que este
tipo de maquinaria requiere grandes cantidades de muestras. En la literatura encontramos pocos
datasets para MDE y, los que hay, son o muy pequeños [20] o no están curados (curated) [21, 22].
Por otro lado, es importante destacar que los modelos ML no pueden recibir como entrada un
artefacto software en bruto, sino que es necesario transformar el mismo a una representación
adecuada y legible por el modelo ML. Relacionado con la representación, han habido varias
propuestas como kernels de grafos [23], modelos como documentos de texto [15, 17], o incluso
modelos como árboles [24]. Sin embargo, aún no se ha estudiado sistemáticamente cuál es la
mejor codificación de un modelo software para una tarea dada y un modelo ML. Finalmente
cabe destacar que la cantidad de tareas MDE cubiertas por trabajos previos con técnicas de
ML es pequeña y los enfoques empleados han sido principalmente simplistas, por lo que no
existe un buen cuerpo de conocimiento práctico sobre cómo usar ML en MDE.

Esta tesis aborda los problemas anteriores e intenta cubrir la brecha actual entre las técnicas
de ML y el MDE. El objetivo general de la tesis es explorar la aplicación de técnicas de ML para
mejorar MDE y contribuir con artefactos prototípicos que la comunidad de modelado pueda
usar para mejorar el estado del arte de ML aplicado a MDE. En particular, se pretende abordar
los dos objetivos específicos siguientes:

Objetivo 1: Construir datasets de modelado para fomentar la aplicación de ML a MDE.

Se plantea construir tanto datasets etiquetados como no etiquetados para permitir tanto
aprendizaje supervisado como no supervisado.

Objetivo 2: Aplicar algoritmos de ML para solucionar tareas MDE con el objetivo de
mostrar el potencial del ML en el contexto del MDE.

En particular, en esta tesis se abordan dos tareas de MDE: clasificación de modelos (apren-
dizaje supervisado) y generación de modelos realistas (aprendizaje no supervisado).

En lo referente a la metodología llevada a cabo en esta tesis, es importante tener en cuenta
que el actual estado del arte de ML aplicado a MDE no está bien establecido. Esto es esen-
cialmente debido a la falta de datasets MDE y frameworks que permitan la aplicación de ML
a MDE. Así pues, la metodología ha estado principalmente dirigida a suplir dichas carencias y
después se ha puesto esfuerzo en construir aplicaciones complejas. Para cumplir los dos objetivos
de la tesis, la metodología estuvo dividida en cuatro fases:

• Recolección de modelos. En esta fase se recolectaron modelos de diferentes repositorios
tales como GitHub1 o GenMyModel2. Entre los tipos de modelos que se recolectaron se
incluyen Ecore, UML, RDS, Yakindu, etc.

1https://github.com/
2https://www.genmymodel.com/
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• Organización de los modelos. Todos estos artefactos fueron analizados, almacenados
e indexados en un buscador de modelos que ofrece varias facilidades de consulta y na-
vegación. De esta forma, se obtuvo un dataset no etiquetado de modelos sobre el que se
puede aplicar aprendizaje no supervisado.

• Construcción de un dataset etiquetado. En esta fase se consideró un subconjunto de
los modelos Ecore y UML del buscador de modelos anterior y se etiquetaron. Para llevar
a cabo dicha labor de etiquetado, se ideó una metodología que explota las facilidades de
consulta del motor de búsqueda de modelos. Se consideraron varios tipos de etiquetas en
el etiquetado: categoría, tags, propósito, notación, herramienta y diagrama principal.

• Machine Learning aplicado a MDE (ML4MDE). Finalmente, se utilizaron los da-
tasets construidos en las fases anteriores para abordar dos tareas en el contexto de MDE
usando ML. En particular, se han abordado la clasificación de modelos empleando un
enfoque supervisado y la generación de modelos realistas usando un enfoque no supervi-
sado.

Con las tres primeras fases, se cumple el primer objetivo (i.e., construcción de datasets
curados) y, con la última fase se cumple el segundo objetivo (i.e., aplicación de ML a MDE).
Como resultado de aplicar dicha metodología, esta tesis tiene cuatro contribuciones principales:

Un buscador de modelos. Para aplicar ML a MDE, primero necesitamos una cantidad
importante de modelos. Así pues, el primer paso en esta tesis ha sido recolectar y organizar
modelos para construir posteriormente datasets. Los repositorios de modelos son la forma co-
mún de guardar y organizar modelos. Sin embargo, los repositorios actuales, o bien no están
disponibles (p.ej., MDEForge [25]), no ofrecen formatos de consultas específicos para modelos
(p.ej., GenMyModel) o no soportan el rastreo y análisis de modelos. Motivados por estas nece-
sidades, se construyó el buscador de modelos MAR [1, 2]. MAR es capaz de manejar e indexar
cualquier tipo de modelo si su meta-modelo es conocido. Además, ofrece dos facilidades de
consulta: búsqueda por palabras clave y búsqueda por ejemplos. En particular, en este último
tipo de consulta, se le pide al usuario que introduzca un fragmento de modelo y el sistema
recupera modelos que se parecen a dicho fragmento. Para considerar la estructura de los mo-
delos a la hora de resolver la consulta, MAR emplea la noción de bolsa de caminos. Ésta es
una codificación novedosa de modelos que se basa en la construcción de un multiconjunto de
caminos entre elementos del modelo. Para manejar consultas de manera eficiente, se ideó un
esquema de HBase para almacenar las bolsas de caminos. Además, MAR emplea Lucene como
motor de búsqueda para resolver las consultas por palabras clave. Para que los usuarios pue-
dan realizar consultas, se ha implementado una interfaz de usuario y un conjunto de servicios
disponibles en http://mar-search.org. Finalmente, MAR tiene indexados más de 500.000
modelos de diferente tipo (Ecore, UML, BPMN, etc), los cuales están disponibles para descar-
ga. Esto lo convierte, en este momento, en el dataset disponible más grande para aprendizaje
no supervisado.

Un dataset etiquetado de modelos. Con el resultado anterior, tenemos a nuestra disposición
miles de modelos que pueden ser usados para aplicar aprendizaje no supervisado. Así pues,
para permitir la aplicación de aprendizaje supervisado, consideramos un subconjunto de los
modelos de MAR y lo etiquetamos. Como resultado se presenta ModelSet [3]. Este dataset
está compuesto de 5.466 modelos Ecore y 5.120 modelos UML etiquetados con su categoría
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como etiqueta principal y además otras etiquetas secundarias de interés. Para llevar a cabo el
proceso de etiquetado, ideamos una metodología llamada Greedy Methodology for Fast Labelling
(GMFL). Dicha metodología está pensada para facilitar la exploración y etiquetado de datasets
de modelos. Esta metodología fue implementada en un plugin Eclipse que puede ser usado para
etiquetar datasets de modelos. Para mostrar la utilidad de ModelSet, se entrenaron varios
modelos ML y se integraron en MAR para mejorar el pipeline de procesamiento de modelos.
Finalmente, se ha construido una librería de Python [26] para permitir a los usuarios desarrollar
aplicaciones ML utilizando Modelset. En particular, esta librería permite al usuario cargar
ModelSet en Python y aplicar pipelines de ML estándar (p.ej., usando scikit-learn).

Clasificación de modelos. El problema de clasificación de modelos no es muy demandante
desde el punto de vista de ML y se espera que la mayoría de modelos ML puedan obtener buenos
resultados en dicha tarea. De hecho, hasta se podría decir que esta tarea está resuelta ya que
trabajos previos obtienen puntuaciones casi perfectas en los conjuntos de prueba [15, 27]. Sin
embargo, tras un estudio en profundidad de estos trabajos se observó que los resultados podrían
estar sesgados. En primer lugar, el dataset objetivo empleado es relativamente pequeño y el
problema de clasificación contiene pocas clases. En segundo lugar, la tarea abordada realmente
es la de clasificación de meta-modelos y otros tipos de artefactos no han sido considerados.
Y, en tercer lugar, no se ha tenido en cuenta la presencia de duplicados y casi-duplicados.
Normalmente, los datasets cuyos modelos vienen de repositorios como GitHub pueden tener una
cantidad no trivial de duplicados como ocurre en el caso de código [28]. Por otro lado, cuando
se aplica ML a MDE, un obstáculo común a enfrentar es determinar la mejor combinación
de modelo ML y codificación de artefactos. Este problema no ha sido todavía investigado
sistemáticamente. Motivados por esta necesidad y el posible sesgo de trabajos previos, se llevó
a cabo un estudio comparativo [4] de varias técnicas de ML y codificaciones de artefactos
software en el contexto de la clasificación de modelos. Se empleó un dataset más grande que
trabajos previos y se tuvo en cuenta el efecto de la duplicación. En particular, se utilizó como
dataset objetivo ModelSet y la categoría como principal etiqueta a predecir. Entre los resultados
obtenidos cabe destacar que: los mejores modelos fueron las redes neuronales y las máquinas
de soporte vectorial, los vectores semánticos funcionan bien en UML pero no en Ecore, la
estructura de los modelos no es relevante para el problema de clasificación y el rendimiento de
los modelos ML empeora cuando los cuasi-duplicados son eliminados.

Generación de modelos realistas. En esta parte de la tesis, el objetivo ha sido emplear
arquitecturas de aprendizaje profundo para resolver problemas complejos en el contexto del
MDE. En particular, se ha abordado el problema de generar modelos realistas. Los generadores
de modelos son herramientas que reciben como entrada unas especificaciones (escritas usando
OCL [29] o patrones de grafos [30]) que describen cómo los modelos deben ser y se encargan
de producir modelos que satisfacen dichas especificaciones. Varró [31] estableció cuatro carac-
terísticas deseables que deberían cumplir todos los generadores: consistencia con respecto a las
especificaciones, diversidad de formas en los modelos resultado, escalabilidad del generador con
respecto al tamaño de los modelos y realismo de los modelos producidos. De esas propieda-
des, la propiedad del realismo no había sido matemáticamente definida. De hecho, las métricas
propuestas para evaluar dicha característica son incorrectas o fácilmente trampleables [32]. Así
pues, primero se definió matemáticamente la noción de realismo [32] ideando correspondencias
entre generadores y distribuciones de probabilidad de modelos. Posteriormente se propuso un
generador de modelos, llamado ModelMime (M2) [5], centrado en satisfacer la propiedad de rea-
lismo y se observó que no sólo obtiene resultados de vanguardia en la propiedad en la que fue
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entrenado, sino que también obtiene resultados competitivos en las tres propiedades restantes
(consistencia, diversidad y escalabilidad).

Esta tesis es resultado del compendio de varios artículos que describen los cuatro resultados
previamente explicados, que han sido publicados en revistas y conferencias relevantes del área.
Además de las publicaciones, cabe destacar que, como valor añadido, MAR es actualmente
el mayor motor de búsqueda propuesto con más modelos indexados (aproximadamente medio
millón de artefactos software); ModelSet es el mayor dataset etiquetado en el contexto de
MDE; y ya hay otros investigadores que está empleando los modelos de MAR y ModelSet para
construir aplicaciones interesantes [33–35]. Como trabajo futuro, se planea mantener MAR
y ModelSet incorporando más tipos de modelos y rastreando más fuentes de modelos. En
particular, se planea extender la metodología de etiquetado usando un enfoque colaborativo.
Por otro lado, con respecto a las aplicaciones de ML a MDE, actualmente se está trabajando
en un sistema de recomendación que emplea M2 como componente central para recomendar la
siguiente operación de editado. Además, en lo referente a la generación de modelos, se pretende
combinar M2 y VIATRA para alcanzar la propiedad de diversidad y consistencia mientras se
mantiene realismo.
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Abstract

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is a Software Engineering methodology which attempts to
raise the level of abstraction of software development by promoting the use of models as first-
class artifacts. In this way, models are no longer used only to document software, but they are
also employed to describe, simulate, and generate code. This paradigm has been proven to be
successful in a lot of scenarios where the complexity of the systems is not trivial and cannot
be tackled by traditional software engineering practices. However, the quality and ease of use
of the modelling tools still remain a limiting factor that prevents MDE from being used more
extensively in practice.

On the other hand, Machine Learning (ML) is an Artificial Intelligence paradigm that has
been applied to solve complex tasks in a wide variety of application domains. ML algorithms
learn a mathematical function that maps a set of inputs to a set of outputs. This function
is usually learnt from the data and, depending on the data’s shape, these algorithms can be
roughly classified into supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning. ML has been
successfully applied in the Software Engineering field. Particularly, it has been used to improve
integrated development environments (IDEs) for code. This has been done by incorporating
ML models trained on code auto-completion, documentation generation, defect detection, and
test-case generation.

Unlike code IDEs, modelling tools have not been able yet to take advantage of ML tech-
niques. One reason is the absence of high-quality and extensive curated datasets, either labelled
or unlabelled, to train ML models. This aspect limits the generalization of such ML models and
prevents the application of deep learning technologies. Moreover, ML models cannot receive as
input a raw modelling artifact and it must be transformed into a representation suitable to feed
the ML model (e.g., numeric vectors). There have been several proposals to address this, but
this aspect has not been systematically studied for a given MDE task and ML model. Finally,
the number of MDE tasks addressed with ML is scarce and the approaches used are simplistic.

This thesis tries to overcome the aforementioned issues by bridging the gap between ML
and MDE. The first result of the thesis is the MAR search engine. This search engine collects a
large amount of software artifacts of different types, analyses and stores them in a centralized
database, providing query facilities to get relevant models. From an ML point of view, this
result can be seen as an extensive unlabelled dataset that can be used for unsupervised learning.
In addition, MAR is currently the model search engine with the largest collection of models.
To address supervised learning scenarios, a set of UML and Ecore models were taken from
MAR and labelled with their main category and secondary labels of interest. As a result, the
ModelSet dataset was created, which is the largest corpus of labelled models in the context
of ML for MDE. This dataset enables interesting applications of supervised learning to MDE.
In particular, using ModelSet as the target dataset, a comparative study was carried out to
compare different model encodings and ML algorithms in the context of model classification.
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This study has showed that for model classification simple representations based on text (e.g.,
TF-IDF) and simple models (e.g., SVM or feed-forward neural networks) are good choices.
Also, it shows semantics embeddings can also improve the performance of these models in
the case of UML. Finally, deep learning architectures have been employed to solve a complex
MDE problem: the generation of realistic models. In particular, a model generator based on
autoregressive deep neural networks is proposed, which achieves state-of-the-art performance
in terms of realism.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The design and implementation of current systems (e.g., cloud systems, cyber-physical systems,
Internet of Things, etc) are becoming increasingly more difficult due to their complexity. In
this context, raising the level of abstraction has always been a key strategy to address the
inherent complexity of software development. In particular, the Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE) paradigm proposes to use models as an active element in software development. In
this paradigm, models are not only a way to document the software, but can also be used
to describe, simulate, and generate code. The MDE approach relies on creating a model for
each part of the system that represents a high-level view of that part. MDE solutions have
been successfully employed in many scenarios [6, 7]. However, the quality and ease of use of
modelling tools remain a limiting factor for wider adoption of MDE, making their improvement
critical [8].

Machine Learning (ML) is an Artificial Intelligence paradigm that tries to solve problems
which are difficult to code by hand (e.g., sentiment analysis [9], face recognition [10], text
translation [11], etc) by learning from data about the problem/domain. Broadly speaking,
given a problem and data associated with this problem, an ML algorithm learns a mathematical
function that maps a set of inputs to a set of outputs. Depending on the data, the ML
algorithms can be classified into three groups [12]: supervised learning (we have access to
inputs and outputs), unsupervised learning (we only have inputs), and reinforcement learning
(we have access to a quality metric that guides the learning process). ML has been successfully
applied to Software Engineering. In particular, it is important to mention the recent advances
in integrated development environments (IDEs) for code thanks to the ML field. Current
IDEs include several features that increase the productivity of the programmer such as code
auto-completion, documentation generation, defect detection, or test-case generation [13, 14].

Recently, ML has started to be applied to solve some MDE tasks. In the context of su-
pervised learning, Nguyen et al. [15] use neural networks to classify meta-models into domain
categories. Osman et al. [16] extract several features from UML models and classify them into
reverse-engineered or forward-engineered by using a supervised approach. The clustering of
software models has also been tackled in previous works. Basciani et al. [17] deal with mod-
els as if they were documents and implement hierarchical clustering using common document
similarity measures. Babur et al. [18] propose to use the graph structure of the models by
considering n−grams to perform clustering. Finally, in the context of reinforcement learning,
Barriga et al. [19] rely on reinforcement learning techniques to automatically repair software
models.

Despite these efforts, modelling tools cannot fully take advantage of the ML algorithms and
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there are still several topics that have to be explored to unleash the full potential of ML in the
modelling domain. For instance, one important issue identified in the literature is the lack of
high-quality and extensive datasets, which severely limits the generalization the of ML models.
There are few datasets for MDE, and they are either too small [20] or not curated [21, 22].
This issue makes it difficult to apply deep learning architectures to tackle MDE tasks (e.g.,
Graph Neural Networks [36] or Transformers [11]), as their machinery requires a large number
of samples. Enabling the application of deep learning models by providing datasets could
boost the application of deep learning to more complex MDE tasks beyond classification and
clustering. Another important aspect is that ML models cannot receive a raw modelling artifact
as input. That artifact must be transformed into a suitable representation, readable by the
ML model. In this line, there have been several proposals such as graph kernels [23], models
as documents [15, 17], or even models as trees [24]. However, it has not been systematically
assessed what is the best encoding for a given MDE task and an ML model. Finally, the
amount of MDE tasks addressed with ML techniques is still scarce and, in general, simplistic
approaches have been used.

This thesis tackles the aforementioned issues and tries to bridge the gap between ML and
MDE. In particular, the thesis contributes four main results:

• The first result is the MAR search engine. It is a search engine specifically designed for
models that has processed, analysed, and stored hundreds of thousands of software arti-
facts. From an ML point of view, this platform provides several datasets for unsupervised
learning.

• The second result is the ModelSet dataset. It is the largest labelled dataset in the context
of MDE. It was built by labelling a subset of the models collected by MAR with several
types of labels. This dataset enables interesting applications of supervised learning for
MDE.

• The third result corresponds to a systematic comparative study in the context of model
classification. The main aim was to study which is the best combination of ML model
and artifact representation in order to address the model classification task.

• The fourth result of the thesis was to address the generation of realistic models using a
deep learning perspective. The generation of realistic models is a complex MDE problem
that has not been solved until now and was tackled using deep autoregressive models.
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Chapter 2

Objectives and methodology

2.1 Objectives
The general objective of this thesis is to explore the application of ML techniques to enhance
MDE approaches and to contribute prototypical artifacts which the modelling community could
use to improve the state-of-the-art of ML applied to MDE. In particular, the two specific
objectives of this thesis have been the following:

Objective 1: Building datasets of software models to enable the development of ML
applications in the context of MDE.

Particularly, the aim is to build labelled and non-labelled datasets of software artifacts to
enable supervised and unsupervised ML applications.

Objective 2: Applying ML algorithms to address MDE tasks to show the potential of ML
in the context of MDE.

In this thesis, ML techniques have been applied to solve two MDE tasks: model classification
(supervised task) and generation of realistic models (unsupervised task). These tasks have been
implemented as reusable libraries (whose source code is available), which can be used directly
or adapted to address similar tasks.

Figure 2.1 shows the relationship between the methodology, objectives, and results of this
thesis. The upper part shows the objectives, which are used to drive the methodology (middle
part of the figure). The lower part represents the obtained results after carrying out the
methodology.

2.2 Methodology
The state-of-the-art in the context of ML for MDE is only starting to be established. This was
mainly caused by the lack of MDE datasets and frameworks to enable the application of ML to
MDE. Therefore, the methodology followed in this thesis was primarily oriented to tackle such
shortcomings and then to build more complex applications. Thus, to fulfil the two objectives
of this thesis, the methodology was divided into four phases:
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Figure 2.1: Objectives, methodology, and results.

• Model collection. In this phase, software models were collected from different sources by
using dedicated crawlers. The main sources considered were GitHub1 and GenMyModel2
(a cloud modelling service). As target models, Ecore, UML, RDS, and Yakindu, to name
a few, were crawled.

• Organization of collected models. All these artifacts were analysed and stored in
a search engine with several query and browsing facilities. In this way, a (non-labelled)
dataset that can be used for unsupervised learning was obtained.

• Labelled dataset construction. In this phase, a subset of the Ecore and UML models
(collected in the previous phases) was labelled. To do so, a labelling methodology that
exploits the query facilities of the search engine was devised.

• Machine Learning applied to MDE (ML4MDE). Finally, the datasets obtained
in the previous phases were used to tackle two MDE tasks using ML approaches. In
particular, the model classification problem with a supervised approach and the generation
of realistic software artifacts with an unsupervised approach.

As shown in Fig. 2.1, the goal of the first three phases was to fulfil the first objective of
the thesis (i.e., building and curating datasets) and the goal of the last phase was to fulfil the
second objective (i.e., addressing MDE tasks with ML).

1https://github.com/
2https://www.genmymodel.com/
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Chapter 3

Results

This chapter presents a summary of each of the four main results of the thesis, which are
depicted in the lower part of Figure 2.1.

The first result is the MAR search engine, an efficient search engine for models. It stores
all the crawled models in a centralised way and provides several query facilities. This result is
derived from the collection and organization phases of the methodology.

Then, the collected models were labelled to build a labelled dataset of about 10, 000 models.
This dataset, named ModelSet, is the second result of the thesis and it is the largest labelled
dataset of software models to date.

Finally, ModelSet was used to perform a comparative study in the model classification task
to assess several combinations of model encodings and ML algorithms, and a subset of the
models available in MAR was used to build a realistic model generator.

3.1 Collecting and organizing models for unsupervised learn-
ing: the MAR search engine

In order to apply ML techniques to MDE, it is necessary to have available a large amount of
software models. Thus, the first step in this thesis has been to collect and organize models
which can be used to build such datasets. Model repositories are a common way to store
and organize MDE models. However, current model repositories are not available (such as
MDEForge [25]), do not have model-specific query mechanisms to find relevant models (such
as GenMyModel), or do not support crawling and model analysis procedures which are key
factors in building curated datasets. Motivated by this, the MAR search engine [1, 2] was
created. It is a scalable search engine specially designed for models. MAR is able to handle
and index any type of model if its meta-model is known. This search engine provides two query
mechanisms: query-by-example and keyword-based queries. In the first one, the user is asked
for a fragment of a software model and the system retrieves similar models. The structure of
the model is considered using the notion of bag of paths, which is a novel encoding for models
based on the construction of a multiset of paths between model elements. To handle queries
efficiently, a special schema built on top of HBase was devised to store bags of paths. Regarding
the keyword-based query, MAR relies on Lucene1 to index the models using their identifiers.

1https://lucene.apache.org/
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Figure 3.2: Crawling and analysing pipeline. Extracted from [2].

The architecture of MAR

The architecture of MAR is depicted in Fig. 3.1 and has two main processes: off-line and on-
line. In the former, MAR uses dedicated crawlers to discover software models stored in different
data sources. These models are analysed and indexed in two indices enabling the two types
of query mechanisms: by-example and keyword-based. In the later, the search engine takes
the user’s query (keywords or software model), MAR accesses the corresponding index, and
retrieves a ranked list of models.

Indexed models

An added value of this work is that MAR is currently the only model search engine available
that contains hundreds of thousands of artefacts. Previous model search engines stored at
most a few thousand of models, and such models were never made available. MAR currently
contains ∼ 500k models (see Table 3.1) of different types, including Ecore, UML, BPMN, and
Archimate, to name a few. The main two sources of models were GitHub and GenMyModel.
Once these models are retrieved from such sources, they are analysed (meta-data extraction,
duplication detection, statistics, validation, etc) and stored in the indices. Figure 3.2 shows
this pipeline.

Encoding software models as bags of paths

One of the main contributions of MAR is the notion of bag of paths to encode models. This
encoding allows query-by-example to be performed and return relevant software models based
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Source Crawled Duplicates Failed Indexed

Ecore
GitHub 67,322 46,199 341 20,782
GenMyModel 3,987 3 27 3,957
AtlanMod 304 1 4 299

UML
GitHub 53,082 7,282 1,699 44,101
GenMyModel 352,216 143 23,836 328,237

BPMN GenMyModel 21,285 0 200 21,085
Archimate GitHub 496 77 106 313
PNML GitHub 3,291 1,576 1,044 671
Sculptor GitHub 188 88 0 88
RDS GenMyModel 91,411 108 515 90,788
Simulink Dataset [37] 200 0 0 200

Total - 593,582 55,477 27,972 510,321

Table 3.1: Summary of the type of models crawled by MAR. Extracted from [2].

StateMachine State

name: Stringstates *

InitialState FinalState

Figure 3.3: Example of Ecore query. Extracted from [2].

on the similarity of paths between the indexed models and the user query. To illustrate this,
let us consider the Ecore query model represented in Fig. 3.3. This query means that the user
is interested in Ecore meta-models representing a state machine, but those meta-models in
which the different kinds of states are modelled as subclasses will be ranked first. The query
and the models in the repository are transformed into multigraphs. The multigraph associated
with the running example query is shown in Fig. 3.4. In this graph, two types of nodes can
be distinguished: attribute values (circled nodes) and “object class” (rounded rectangles). The
edges are labelled using the references and attributes names.

Once the graph is computed, the paths are extracted generating a multiset named bag
of paths. However, extracting all paths from the graph is not feasible. Therefore, by de-
fault, MAR extracts three types of paths: paths of length zero for objects without attributes
(e.g.,

(
EPackage

)
), paths of length one which start from attribute values (e.g.,

(
states ,

−−−→name, EReference
)

), and simple paths with lengths less than or equal to a threshold (nor-
mally 3 or 4) between attributes and between attributes and objects without attributes (e.g.,(

StateMachine , −−−→name, EClass ,
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
eStructuralFeatures, EReference ,−−−→name, states

)
).

To perform the search, given the bags of paths from the repository and the bag of paths
associated with the query, an adaptation of Okapi BM25 [38, 39] (which is a ranking function
commonly used in document retrieval) is used to compute the ranking scores. Each model of
the repository is compared with the query model and a ranked list of models is returned.
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Figure 3.4: Multigraph associated with the Ecore query in Fig. 3.3. Extracted from [2].

HBase database schema for efficient model retrieval

Given a query, computing its associated ranked list of results using a naive implementation of
the Okapi BM25 scoring function would be too slow. To speed up the search process, a special
inverted index built on top of HBase has been devised. The associated HBase schema is another
contribution of this work and it is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. Broadly speaking, the HBase data
model consists of tables. One cell (or value) in a table is identified by a row key, a column
family, a column qualifier, and a timestamp. Therefore, given a table, a particular cell has four
dimensions:

(Row, Column Family, Column Qualifier, Timestamp) −→ Value

In the proposed schema, each cell of the inverted index has one path associated. To get the
row key and the column qualifier, each different path is split into two parts: the prefix and the
rest (the split point depends on the type of path). The row key will be set as the prefix and
the column qualifier will be the rest. The value of each cell is a serialized map that contains
information needed to compute the ranking score when there is a path match (such as the
identifiers of the models that contain that path). Finally, the timestamp dimension is used to
support incremental indexing. That is, to enable the option of introducing more models to the
inverted index. Altogether, the schema has the following form:

(Prefix, Column Family, Rest, Timestamp) −→
Serialized map

This schema has two main advantages: 1) the number of accesses to the database per query
is reduced as the database is queried per different prefixes rather than different paths, and 2)
the size of the stored inverted index is also reduced.

Evaluation of MAR

MAR is evaluated from three different angles: search precision, query response time, and
indexing time.

Search precision and query response time. To carry out the first two evaluation pro-
cedures, a dataset of pairs (query, relevant model) is considered. Each pair is computed by
taking a model from a crawled dataset of Ecore models and mutating it to simulate a query
made by a user that is interested in that model. To measure the search precision, the Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is used. This metric is calculated as 1

r
where r is the rank position

of the relevant model. Table 3.2 shows the results of the search precision evaluation. In this
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ROW KEY

(state, name,
EClass

, abstract, false) = {id1: [1,1032], id3:
[1,891], id10: [1,506], ...}

...

) = {id1: [1,1032], id3: [1,891], id10:
[1,506], ...}

...

...

COLUMN FAMILY
... ...
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[1,678], ...}

, abstract, false) = {id5: [1,280], id6:
[1,891], id23: [1,678], ...}
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name) = {id1: [1,1032], id23: [1,678],

id43: [1,268], ...}

...

Prefix

Rest

CF

Timestamp1

Timestamp2

value

...

Figure 3.5: HBase schema extracted from [2].

analysis, six different configurations of MAR are considered. The motivation is to study the
effect of considering more attributes and more model structure in the search. Three of the
configurations are called Names-X and only consider the names inside the model. The other
three, called All-X, consider more attributes such as cardinalities, whether a class is abstract or
not, etc. The X attached to the configurations’ name is an integer that indicates the maximum
length of the paths considered and controls the amount of structure that is taken into account
when performing the search. In the experiments, X ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Moreover, the keyword-based
search is used as a baseline to compare MAR and it can be observed that all configurations
of MAR outperform the keyword-based search. Finally, to assess the query response time, the
seconds that each query takes to be satisfied is annotated. Table 3.3 shows the results of the
query response time evaluation. The queries are split in three groups depending on their sizes
(small, medium, and large). With the most accurate configuration (i.e., Names-4), MAR is
able to handle large queries in less than a second on average.

Indexing time. To assess this aspect of the MAR search engine, a large corpus of 17k crawled
Ecore models is considered. MAR is able to index such a large dataset in 12 minutes. Fur-
thermore, this process grows linearly with respect to the number of models to be indexed. The
indexing procedure is fully parallelizable as it is implemented using Apache Spark 2.

3.2 Labelling models for supervised learning: the Model-
Set dataset

The MAR search engine provides thousands of models which can be used for unsupervised
learning approaches. In order to enable the application of supervised learning in the MDE
field, a subset of the MAR repository was taken and labelled. As a result, the ModelSet [3]
dataset was obtained.

ModelSet is composed of 5,466 Ecore meta-models and 5,120 UML models labelled with
its category as the main label plus additional secondary labels of interest. To carry out the

2https://spark.apache.org/.
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Configurations MRR Differences in MRR
Text search 0.668 -
Names-2 0.734 p-value < 0.001 / +0.066
Names-3 0.742 p-value < 0.001 / +0.074
Names-4 0.757 p-value < 0.001 / +0.089

All-2 0.742 p-value < 0.001 / +0.089
All-3 0.752 p-value < 0.001 / +0.084
All-4 0.702 p-value < 0.001 / +0.034

Table 3.2: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) of key-word based search of all configurations of
MAR. Extracted from [2].

Small Medium Large
Configurations Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max

All-2 0.13 0.25 0.24 0.51 0.35 1.82
All-3 0.29 1.02 0.66 2.07 0.97 3.63
All-4 0.98 2.75 2.36 6.60 3.47 9.18

Names-2 0.03 0.09 0.06 0.16 0.09 1.08
Names-3 0.05 0.21 0.11 0.41 0.19 1.64
Names-4 0.08 0.41 0.28 1.41 0.66 3.85

Table 3.3: Query response time in seconds. Extracted from [2].
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labelling process in an effective manner, a Greedy Methodology for Fast Labelling (GMFL)
was devised. This methodology was designed to facilitate the exploration and labelling process
of datasets of models. An implementation of the GMFL algorithm has been released through
an Eclipse plugin which can be used to label datasets of models. To show the usefulness of
ModelSet, several simple classifiers have been trained to label models gathered by the MAR
search engine. Moreover, the ML models have been integrated as part of the user interface
of MAR to support faceted search. Finally, to enable users to develop ML applications using
ModelSet, a Python library [26] has been released. This library allows the user to load ModelSet
in Python and to seamlessly apply standard ML pipelines (e.g., with scikit-learn) using models
as training data.

Labelling methodology

Labelling software models is a very time-consuming activity due to the nature of the input
data. The reason is that, to label a single model, the person in charge of labelling needs
domain expertise in order to understand it and propose a suitable label. Many times, this
implies looking for information about the model in sources like the origin of the model or
directly on the Internet.

To address this shortcoming and make the labelling process more efficient, the methodology
Greedy Methodology for Fast Labelling (GMFL) has been proposed. Its algorithm performs
a user-driven clustering and is shown in Algorithm 1. Let us consider a dataset of models
M = {m1, . . . ,mt}. The aim is to label such dataset i.e., assign each model a label. Thus,
at the end of the labelling process, two sets are obtained: a set of labels L ̸= ∅ and a set of
tuples (i.e., the original dataset M labelled) T = {(m1, l1), . . . , (mt, lt)} where li ∈ L for all
1 ≤ i ≤ t. The philosophy of GMFL is to maximize the sizes of the labelling streaks, that is, to
maximize the number of models with the same label assigned in a row. In Algorithm 1, three
parts can be customized (marked as comments in the algorithm) depending on the type of the
target models and the available technology:

• Exploration order. It sets the order in which the user will be presented with new unlabelled
models. To build ModelSet, those models that have a lot of similar models (as a notion
of similarity, the TD-IDF approach was used together with the cosine similarity) are first
explored.

• Similar model retrieval. It establishes how the set F of models similar to the currently
explored model m is chosen. The expectation is that the models in F can be labelled
with the same label as m. To build ModelSet, the MAR search engine has been used to
retrieve similar models.

• Model retrieval refinement. This step aims to maintain the labelling streak by adding
more models that can be labelled with the same label as the current streak. To build
ModelSet, the already labelled models are used as queries to the search engine and these
results are added to a queue of models to be labelled.

This labelling methodology can be seen as a DBSCAN clustering approach but interactive
and without the need of setting epsilon and min points. The main advantage of using GMFL
rather than other clustering methods is that the user does not need to set hyperparameters (e.g.,
number of clusters) beforehand. Also, one disadvantage of traditional clustering techniques is
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Algorithm 1 Sketch of GMFL extracted from [3]. V represents the unvisited models.
Data: M: Models in the dataset
Result: T : set of labelled models along their labels
T ← ∅
whileM has unlabelled models do
// Exploration order
m← pick unlabelled model fromM

Manually inspect m to assign label l
T ← T ∪ {(m, l)}
V ← {m}

while not isEmpty(V) do
m← pop(V)

// Similar model retrieval
F ← search for non-labelled models m1, ...,mn sorted by similarity to m;

Manually inspect m1, ...,mn to assign label l
A = {(m1, l), ..., (mn, l)}
T ← T ∪ A

// Model retrieval refinement
m’ ← pick relevant models from A
add m’ to V

end
end

that they require splitting the data into groups up front. In other words, one needs to know in
advance the unrealistic number of labels.

The ModelSet dataset

ModelSet was built by applying the GMFL methodology to a subset of the Ecore and UML
models available in MAR. During the labelling process, the following types of labels were
considered:

• Category. This is the main label and indicates the main application domain. Fig. 3.6
shows the top 15 categories of ModelSet in the case of Ecore and UML. As can be ob-
served, the categories of the Ecore models represent mainly technical and specific domains,
whereas, in the case of UML, the categories represent non-technical domains.

• Tags. A set of keywords that characterizes the model and often specializes the value of
the category. For instance, in UML, a model categorized as computer-videogames may
include the tag poker to reflect the type of game.

• Purpose. This label only applies to Ecore models and indicates the intended usage of the
model (e.g., assignment, for models used in teaching; or benchmark, for models specifically
created for benchmarking).
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Figure 3.6: Top 15 categories of Ecore and UML models in ModelSet. Extracted from [3].

• Notation. This label only applies to Ecore models and specifies whether there is an
associated concrete syntax and the tool used to create it (e.g., xtext or sirius).

• Tool. This label only applies to Ecore models and indicates whether the meta-model is
part of a tool.

• Main-diagram. This label only applies to the UML models and indicates which diagrams
were used to derive the category of the model.

Usefulness of ModelSet

To show the usefulness of ModelSet, several classifiers were trained to improve the processing
pipeline of MAR and its browsing facilities. Fig. 3.7 shows three new steps added to the MAR
pipeline.

• Dummy model identification ( a ). This is the first step in the new pipeline. A dummy
model is a model labelled with the category dummy, whose intent is to identify models
containing mostly mock data and created for testing purposes. Thus, they should not be
indexed in the search engine as they are not relevant for any query. The dummy model
identification is tackled as a binary classification problem. To perform the classification,
several relevant features from the training models are extracted, namely counts of the
number of elements, median of the characters in string attributes, and count of dummy
names. Considering several ML models and the one that yielded, the best results were
C5.0 with test set F1 scores of 0.79 and 0.96 in ModelSet-Ecore and ModelSet-UML
respectively.

• Category identification ( b ). Given a new crawled model, the aim is to assign it a
category. This problem is faced as a multi-class classification. To perform the classifica-
tion, the input features were encoded by a TF-IDF approach using the identifiers of the
models, and three ML models (k−NN, neural network, and SVM) were considered. The
best models were the neural network and SVM achieving accuracies close to 0.95 in the
test set. However, as we will show later, these almost perfect results were due to the
presence of quasi-duplicates.
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Figure 3.7: MAR’s pipeline enriched with several classifiers trained with ModelSet. Extracted
from [3].

• Tagging ( c ). Given a new crawled model, the aim is to assign it a set of tags. This
problem is faced as a multi-label and multi-classification problem. To perform such classi-
fication, a two-layer neural network has been devised (Fig. 3.8). This network receives as
input a TF-IDF representation of the model and, given a tag, it outputs the probability
of labelling the model with that tag. This neural model achieves F1 scores of 0.86 and
0.91 in ModelSet-Ecore and ModelSet-UML respectively.

Figure 3.8: Architecture of the neural network for tag inference. Extracted from [3].

Finally, Fig. 3.9 shows how the previously trained ML models have been integrated into
MAR. First, the identified dummy models are not indexed. Thus, they are not present in the
results panel. Each model of the ranked list of results is labelled with the main category a
and a set of tags b (some of them are inferred by the tagging model and others come from the
GitHub repository). Finally, the user can filter the results according to the category and the
tags c .

It is worth noting that the application of an ML algorithm to this problem has allowed us
to tackle the problem of classifying models at scale. The huge number of models indexed by
MAR makes it impossible to manually label each model in order to show appropriate labels in
the search results. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first integration of an ML
model in a public MDE tool.
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Figure 3.9: Screenshot of MAR. Extracted and adapted from [3].

3.3 Model classification
The model classification task is not very demanding from the ML perspective, and it is expected
that most ML models can achieve good performance on it. In fact, according to previous
works [15, 27], this task could be considered solved because they have obtained almost perfect
scores over the test set. However, it is important to note that these works could be biased and
thus report inconclusive results. Firstly, the target dataset is relatively small, and it contains
a low number of target classes. Secondly, the actual task that is tackled is only a meta-model
classification task and other types of models have not been considered. And thirdly, datasets
of models suffer from the presence of duplicates or quasi-duplicates as it occurs in the case of
code [28]. On the other hand, when applying ML to MDE, a common obstacle is determining
which is the best combination of artifact representation and ML model. This issue has not
been investigated in depth. Motivated by this issue and the possible bias of previous works, a
study was carried out to systematically compare several ML techniques (such as feed-forward
neural networks, graph neural networks, k-nearest neighbours, etc) and model encodings (such
as TF-IDF, word embeddings, graphs, etc) in the context of model classification [4] using a
larger dataset (ModelSet, with the category as the target label) and taking into account the
quasi-duplication of the models in the dataset.

ML models and encodings considered

The combination of ML models and encoding schemes is shown in Table 3.4. The combination
choices were driven by previous works in the context of ML for MDE and the compatibility
between the ML model and the encodings. Essentially, there are two main families of repres-
entations: Bag of Words and graphs. The former includes TF-IDF, 2D TF-IDF, and word
embeddings. This family encodes just the terms of the model and does not take into account
the structure of the input models. The latter includes graph kernels and Bag of Paths, which
not only consider the terms but also the relations between them (i.e. the structure of the
model).
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Figure 3.10: Overview of the methodology. Extracted from [4].

Methodology

To systematically compare the different approaches for encoding software models and the asso-
ciated ML models (see Table 3.4), a methodology which is shown in Fig. 3.10 has been devised.
Each phase of the methodology is described below.

• Data gathering. ModelSet has been used as the target dataset because it is the largest
state-of-the-art labelled dataset of models. In particular, the addressed problem is the
inference of the category label (multi-class classification) for the Ecore and UML models.

• Data preparation. The original ModelSet dataset is pre-processed in the following way.
Firstly, the quasi-duplicates are removed and a ModelSet version without quasi-duplicates
is built. This is done to study the effect of duplication on the performance of the ML
models. ModelSet has a proportion of duplicates as it is composed of models that come
from GitHub and GenMyModel. Developers of such platforms tend to copy-and-paste
instead of making models from scratch. Finally, the categories that have a low number
of models are filtered.

• Feature engineering. Two different types of features are generated: textual features and
graphs.

• ML model selection. In this work, six ML models are considered (first column of Table 3.4).

• Data encoding. In this phase, the features are mapped to the corresponding encoding. In
this work, seven data encoding techniques are considered (second column of Table 3.4).

• Model training and evaluation. To compare each combination of ML model and encoding,
k−fold cross-validation is employed (as it is done in previous works [15, 40]). As an
evaluation metric, the balanced accuracy which is defined as the average recall of each
category is used. ModelSet is highly imbalanced and this metric works better in this type
of dataset as it gives the same importance to each class.

Research questions

The research questions considered in the comparative study were the following:
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• RQ1: Which model achieves a greater performance in the task of model classification?

This question aims at identifying which ML model is the best choice to tackle the model
classification task.

• RQ2: How the chosen encoding of software models affects the task of model classification?

This question tries to complement RQ1 concerning the importance of the encoding selec-
tion.

• RQ3: What is the effect of data duplication on the performance of the ML models?

In other words, is the performance of the ML model biased due to the presence of duplic-
ates?

To summarize, these three questions try to shed light on which are the best encoding and
ML choices and see whether the presence of quasi-duplicates could bias the evaluation.

Discussion

The main conclusions of the comparative study were the following.

• Regarding the first RQ, simple FFNN and SVM are the best ML models as they achieve
the best performances.

• Regarding the second RQ, it was found that the structure of the software artefacts is not
relevant in this task, since the best results are obtained with encodings which do not use
the structure of the model. Related to this RQ, it was also found that word embeddings
work well in UML but not in Ecore. This is because the terms used in Ecore are more
specific and UML is normally used to model non-technical domains (e.g., banks, shopping
centers, etc).

• Finally, regarding the third RQ, it is concluded that the performance of all ML models
is reduced when quasi-duplicate models are removed. Something similar occurs with
code [28]. One important takeaway here is that, when dealing with a dataset of models,
the presence of duplicates should be considered as it can bias the results.

3.4 Generation of realistic software models
This part of the thesis is aimed at using deep learning architectures to solve a complex MDE
problem beyond classification and clustering. The goal is to demonstrate the potential of deep
learning in the MDE setting. In particular, the problem that is tackled is the generation of
realistic models.

Model generation tools or model generators produce software models that follow a set of
specifications described by the user. These specifications have normally the form of a meta-
model (that the output models have to conform to), constraints (defined as OCL [29] or graph
patterns [30]), scope (such as the number of output objects), etc. Previous work [31] estab-
lished four properties that a given model generator should satisfy: consistency with the input
specifications, diversity of shapes within the produced models, scalability concerning the out-
put models size, and realism of the output models, that is, whether the produced models are
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Inspired by/
ML model Encoding Impl. Adapted from

FFNN BoW TF-IDF scikit [3, 15]
BoW word embeddings scikit and gensim [41]

SVM BoW TF-IDF scikit [3]
BoW word embeddings scikit and gensim [41]

Graph kernel scikit and GraKeL [23, 42]
k−NN BoW TF-IDF scikit [3]

BoW word embeddings scikit and gensim [41]
Raw BoW Lucene [43]

BoP MAR [1, 2]
Naive Bayes models BoW TF-IDF scikit [44]

GNN Raw graph PyTorch [32]
CNN BoW 2D TF-IDF Keras and TensorFlow [27]

Table 3.4: Combination of ML models and input features considered in the comparative study.
Extracted from [4].

indistinguishable from the human ones. Out of these four properties, the realistic property has
been identified as the one that has not been properly and mathematically defined. Moreover,
no existing generator was able to generate realistic models.

The state-of-the-art metrics proposed to measure this property are incorrect or easy to cheat
on [32]. Therefore, the first step has been to mathematically define what a realistic generator
is [32]. Then, on top of this definition, a concrete model generator able to generate realistic
models has been designed and implemented [5]. Actually, the generator is intended to address
the structurally realistic property i.e., generate realistic models but only looking at the typed
graph structure and ignoring the attributes. The problem of generating realistic attribute values
is orthogonal to generating a realistic typed graph structure [45].

Characterization of the realistic property

In the proposed approach, a key observation to characterize the notion of realism in generators
is that a generator can be seen as a probability distribution over models. More formally, let us
assume that we have access to a dataset of real models {x1, . . . , xn} ∼ Q where Q represents
the realistic distribution of models. That is, Q represents the distribution of the models made
by random humans. Given a generator g, it can be seen as a probability distribution over
models Pg and use it to generate {y1, . . . , yn}. Thus, we have all the ingredients to consider the
following hypothesis test

H0 : Pg = Q

H1 : Pg ̸= Q

In this setting, a generator is realistic if H0 can be accepted. In practice, one is normally
interested in comparing two generators and determining which one is the best in terms of
realism. To this end, one can employ the p-value or the main statistic of the contrast. Two
ways for solving this hypothesis test are proposed:

• C2ST+GNN [32]. This approach uses the Classifier Two Sample Test (C2ST) [46] together
with a Graph Neural Network (GNN) [36]. The idea is that if a GNN can be trained to
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distinguish between the samples that come from Pg and the ones that come from Q, and
it performs well, then the generator is not realistic. More formally, the following set is
built:

D = {(xi, 0)}ni=1 ∪ {(yi, 1)}ni=1 = {(zi, li)}2ni=1.

This set is split into a training set and a test set. The GNN is trained with the train set
and is evaluated using the test set. The statistic of the contrast is the accuracy over the
test set. The closer to 0.5, the more realistic the generator is. If the accuracy is high,
then the generator is not realistic as the GNN is able to distinguish well.

• Maximum Mean Discrepancy [47] over graph statistics [5]. The idea is to relax the
hypothesis test by considering graphs distributions instead of the full graphs. From
{x1, . . . , xn} and {y1, . . . , yn}, graph distributions are extracted generating {g1, . . . , gn} ∼
ggg and {g′1, . . . , g′m} ∼ g′g′g′. Each gi, g

′
j are real graph distributions. It is wanted to compare

the distributions ggg and g′g′g′. To this end, the statistic MMD2 is computed:

MMD2(ggg||g′g′g′) = Eg1,g2∼ggg [k(g1, g2)] + Eg′1,g
′
2∼g′g′g′ [k(g

′
1, g

′
2)]−

−2Eg,g′∼ggg,g′g′g′ [k(g, g
′)] .

Here, k is a kernel that compares univariate distributions. The kernel function is used
based on the Wasserstein distance proposed in [48]. Regarding the univariate graph
distributions, representative metrics that have been used in previous works to assess the
realistic property of model generators [31, 45, 49] are considered: Multiplex Participation
Coefficient (MPC), Normalized Node Activity (NNA), and Degree Distribution (DD).

The M2 generator

Once the realistic property is properly characterized, a realistic model generator, named Model-
Mime (M2), was presented [5]. M2 consists of an autoregressive neural network which is trained
to fulfil the realistic property. A key idea behind this work is that software models can be seen
as sequences of edit operations, and thus, M2 is trained to predict the next edit operation given
the previous ones. Therefore, after the training procedure, this generator can produce software
models by just concatenating and predicting edit operations iteratively. M2 has been evalu-
ated in different scenarios (using models that come from MAR) and compared against three
state-of-the-art model generators. It is concluded that M2 outperforms the others in terms of
realism and that M2 is competitive in the rest of the properties (i.e., diversity, consistency, and
scalability).

The main ingredients of M2 are the decomposition of models as sequences of edit opera-
tions, the characterization of the optimization problem that the neural network solves, and the
architecture of the neural model.

Edit operations

The M2 generator is based on an autoregressive model, that is, the generator builds a new
artifact by concatenating construction steps. In this case, the main construction step relies
on the notion of edit operation. Therefore, the generator will produce models by chaining edit
operations. For this problem, an edit operation is defined as an operation that a modeller may
perform over an incomplete or partial model that only adds new elements to the model (in the
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Figure 3.11: Add transition edit operation. Extracted from [5].

Figure 3.12: Application of Add transition on a partial model. Extracted from [5].

form of new nodes and edges in its associated typed graph). An edit operation is defined by a
tuple of three elements:

• Unique identifier. It identifies univocally the operation.

• Edit graph. Elements that will be added to the partial model.

• Edit connections. Edges in the edit graph that will be connected to the model under
construction. For each edit connection, a node in the partial model has to be selected to
link the edit graph.

For instance, the edit operation in the Fig. 3.11 represents the action of adding one transition
between two states in a statechart. In this edit operation, the semi-circles (i.e., ��) represent
the edit connections. Fig. 3.12 shows how this edit operation is applied to a partial model.
Firstly, the source and target nodes are selected and then the edit graph is added to the model.
To train the neural network and perform the decompositions, a set of edit operations have to
be defined beforehand. This set can be derived automatically by using the meta-model. The
edit operations that are derived automatically are called atomic edit operations. However, this
type of edit operations are sometimes too simple and put a lot of pressure on the neural model.
Therefore, it is recommendable that the user adds more complex edit operations by combining
the previously generated atomic operations.

Optimization problem

Our generator assumes that the user has access to a dataset of real models {x1, . . . , xn} ∼ Q,
from which the neural model learns a distribution over models. In other words, it is learnt
Pθ(x) = P (x|θ)3 to be close to the real distribution Q. To achieve so, the neural network
is trained using the maximum likelihood estimation i.e., it is trained to solve the following
optimization problem:

θ̂ = argmaxθΠ
n
j=1Pθ(xj) = argmaxθ

n∑
j=1

logPθ(xj) = argminθ

n∑
j=1

− logPθ(xj).

3θ represents the parameters (weights) of the neural network
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This neural network tackles the model generation as a sequential process. So, given a model x
and a possible decomposition of x (named d), the probability can be expressed as

Pθ(x, d) = Pθ(x
1
d, . . . , x

T
d ) = ΠtPθ(x

t+1
d |x

≤t
d )

In each step, a partial model is extended by applying an edit operation:

xt+1
d = et,d(x

t
d) for all t = 1, . . . , T − 1

where et,d is an edit operation. Therefore, the neural model samples an edit operation et,d ∼
Pθ(et,d|xt

d, . . . , x
1
d), and then et,d is applied to xt

d to get xt+1
d . It is also accepted the Markov

assumption, so Pθ(et,d|xt
d, . . . , x

1
d) = Pθ(et,d|xt

d). Thus,

Pθ(x, d) = ΠtPθ(x
t+1
d |x

≤t
d ) = ΠtPθ(et,d|xt

d).

Given a model x, the probability Pθ(x) is expressed as a sum over the probabilities of all possible
decompositions:

− logPθ(x) = − log
∑
d

Pθ(x, d).

Let us consider q(d|x), a distribution over the possible decompositions given a model x. We
can express that sum as an expected value:

− log
∑
d

Pθ(x, d) = − log
∑
d

Pθ(x, d)
q(d|x)
q(d|x)

= − logEq(d|x)

(
Pθ(x, d)

q(d|x)

)
.

Using the Jensen’s inequality, the logarithm can be introduced into the expectation. However,
an upper-bound of the original equation will be minimized.

− logEq(d|x)

(
Pθ(x, d)

q(d|x)

)
≤ Eq(d|x)

(
− log

Pθ(x, d)

q(d|x)

)
.

If we sample k random decompositions following q(d|x), it is possible to approximate the last
expected value using a Monte Carlo estimator:

Eq(d|x)

(
− log

Pθ(x, d)

q(d|x)

)
≈ 1

k

k∑
i=1

− log
Pθ(x, di)

q(di|x)
=

1

k

k∑
i=1

− logPθ(x, di) + S

where S is a term that does not depends on θ (so we can ignore it when optimizing). Therefore,
putting all together, the optimization problem to be solved is the following:

θ̂ = argminθ

∑
j

∑
i

∑
t

− logPθ(et,d|xt
j,d)

4.

partial modelsdecompositions

training samples

That is, for each training model, k decompositions are sampled, and for each partial model,
the neural model is trained to predict the edit operation that generates the next partial model.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the decompositions are generated considering a priority
order in the edit operations. By doing this, the number of addends of the sum

∑
d Pθ(x, d) is

reduced.
4For the sake of simplicity, not all indices are shown.
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Figure 3.13: Architecture of the edit operation module. Extracted from [5].

Neural model

The neural network architecture combines a GNN to encode the partial graph and a recurrent
network to predict the edit connections of the edit operation. It has two main modules:

1. Edit operation selection. This module is in charge of selecting the edit operation that
will be applied to the partial model. It is composed of two sub-modules.

(a) Identifier selection (fid). It selects the edit operation identifier.

(b) Connectors selection (f j
conn). It selects the nodes in the model under construction to

which the edit connections will be linked to.

2. Termination (fend). It determines whether the generation procedure stops or not.

The architecture of the neural model is depicted in Figs 3.13 and 3.14. In particular,
Fig. 3.13 represents the edit operation selection module. Firstly 1 , an embedding layer is used
to generate initial embeddings for the nodes in the graph. Secondly 2 , these initial embeddings
are passed through L GNN layers to get contextualized embeddings. Thirdly 3 , to get the
representation of the full graph, the node embeddings are averaged. This average is used by
fid (a two-layer neural network followed by a softmax activation) to select the edit operation
identifier ( 4 ), by f j

conn as initialization of the recurrent network ( a ), and by fend (a two-layer
neural network followed by a sigmoid activation) to determine if it is time to stop the generation
procedure ( a ). Finally, the sampled edit operation is used as input by the f j

conn module ( b ).
Fig. 3.14 shows the architecture of f j

conn. Firstly 1 , the recurrent model is initialized by the
embedding of the input graph and the embedding of the selected edit operation. Finally, the
hidden state is concatenated with each one of the node embeddings ( 2 ) and a two-layer neural
network followed by a softmax activation is applied to that concatenation ( 3 ) to select the
connector node in each time step.

Evaluation of M2

M2 has been evaluated in terms of consistency, diversity, scalability, and realism against three
state-of-the-art model generators, namely VIATRA [50], EMF random instantiator [51], and
RandomEMF [52]. To this end, four use cases have been evaluated using four datasets. Three
of the datasets come from the MAR search engine [1]: Yakindu state-chart models5, Ecore
models, and relational models. The fourth dataset also contains Yakindu models, but they are
not taken from a public source but manually constructed as part of an experiment [45].

5https://github.com/Yakindu/statecharts
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Figure 3.14: Architecture of the connectors’ selection sub-module. Extracted from [5].

To assess the consistency, diversity, realism, and scalability the following metrics have been
considered respectively: the proportion of consistent models generated, the internal diversity
metric proposed in [53], the MMD over graph statistics, and the relation between the size of
the output models and the generation time. A summary of the results is shown in Table 3.5.
The detailed results for each generator, use case, and assessed property are in the paper [5].

Altogether, M2 achieves state-of-the-art results in terms of realism, and it is competitive
in terms of consistency, diversity, and scalability. Therefore, M2 is the first generator that
supports realism without sacrificing the rest of the properties.

Consistency Diversity Realism Scalability
RANDOM
rEMF
VIATRA
M2

Table 3.5: Summary of the four properties of each generator. Extracted from [5].
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and future work

The main aim of this thesis has been to address fundamental issues for the application of ML
to MDE. Particularly, the specific aims have been building datasets and creating application
prototypes using ML to address problems in MDE. These objectives have been fulfilled through
the following contributions:

• We have proposed the MAR search engine, a scalable search engine designed for software
models. MAR offers a novel query-by-example mechanism based on the notion of bag of
paths. From the point of view of its usefulness to the ML/MDE field, MAR is currently
the search engine with the largest collection of models. It indexes more than 500k models
of different types (including Ecore, UML, Archimate, etc) which can be used to address
unsupervised ML tasks.

• We have built ModelSet, the largest labelled dataset in the context of MDE. ModelSet
contains ∼ 5k labelled Ecore models and ∼ 5k labelled UML models. This has enabled
us to build more advanced classification models than the current state of the art and
integrate them in MAR.

• We have carried out an extensive comparative study to shed light on the model classific-
ation problem, obtaining interesting findings regarding model codification, ML models,
and quasi-duplication.

• We have proposed a new definition of realistic model generator using a generative per-
spective. Furthermore, we propose a model generator M2 trained to satisfy the realistic
property. We have compared M2 with three state-of-the-art generators concluding that
M2 is the best in terms of realism and is competitive with respect to the other properties.

Moreover, it is worth noting that an added value of the work of this thesis, is that the
datasets provided by MAR and ModelSet are being used by other researchers of the modelling
community to build interesting ML applications [33–35].

In future work, we plan to maintain MAR and ModelSet by incorporating more types of
models and crawling more data sources. In particular, on the ModelSet side, we will extend the
labelling methodology to a collaborative setting. Regarding the application of ML to MDE, we
would like to tackle the model recommendation task by using M2 as the core component that
recommends the next edit operation. We plan also to combine M2 and VIATRA to reach the
diversity property and consistency while maintaining realism.
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Chapter 5

Publications composing the doctoral
thesis

The following PhD Thesis is a compilation of the next published articles, being the PhD student
the main author in all of them:

• José Antonio Hernández López and Jesús Sánchez Cuadrado. An efficient and scal-
able search engine for models. Software and Systems Modeling, 21(5):1715–1737, 2022.

• José Antonio Hernández López, Javier Luis Cánovas Izquierdo, and Jesús Sánchez
Cuadrado. Modelset: a Dataset for Machine Learning in Model-Driven Engineering.
Software and Systems Modeling, pages 1–20, 2021.

• José Antonio Hernández López, Javier Luis Cánovas Izquierdo, and Jesús Sánchez
Cuadrado. Using the modelset dataset to support machine learning in model-driven engin-
eering. In Proceedings of the 25th International Conference on Model-Driven Engineering
Languages and Systems: Companion Proceedings, pages 66–70, 2022.

• José Antonio Hernández López, Riccardo Rubei, Jesús Sánchez Cuadrado, and Dav-
ide Di Ruscio. Machine learning methods for model classification: a comparative study.
In Proceedings of the 25th International Conference on Model-Driven Engineering Lan-
guages and Systems, pages 165–175, 2022.

• José Antonio Hernández López and Jesús Sánchez Cuadrado. Towards the Charac-
terization of Realistic Model Generators Using Graph Neural Networks. In International
Conference on Model-Driven Engineering Languages and Systems, pages 58–69, 2021.

• José Antonio Hernández López and Jesús Sánchez Cuadrado. Generating structur-
ally realistic models with deep autoregressive networks. IEEE Transactions on Software
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5.1 An efficient and scalable search engine for models

Title: An efficient and scalable search engine for models
Authors: José Antonio Hernández López, Jesús Sánchez Cuadrado
Journal: Software and Systems Modeling
Impact factor: 2,211 JCR Q3 (2021)
Publisher: Springer
Year: 2021
Month: December
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1007/s10270-021-00960-4
State: Published
Credits: Conceptualization, Methodology, Software,

Validation, Formal analysis, Investigation,
Resources, Data Curation, Writing,
Visualization, Project administration

Abstract. Search engines extract data from relevant sources and make them available to users
via queries. A search engine typically crawls the web to gather data, analyses and indexes
it and provides some query mechanism to obtain ranked results. There exist search engines
for websites, images, code, etc., but the specific properties required to build a search engine
for models have not been explored much. In the previous work, we presented MAR, a search
engine for models which has been designed to support a query-by-example mechanism with fast
response times and improved precision over simple text search engines. The goal of MAR is to
assist developers in the task of finding relevant models. In this paper, we report new develop-
ments of MAR which are aimed at making it a useful and stable resource for the community.
We present the crawling and analysis architecture with which we have processed about 600,000
models. The indexing process is now incremental and a new index for keyword-based search
has been added. We have also added a web user interface intended to facilitate writing queries
and exploring the results. Finally, we have evaluated the indexing times, the response time
and search precision using different configurations. MAR has currently indexed over 500,000
valid models of different kinds, including Ecore meta-models, BPMN diagrams, UML models
and Petri nets. MAR is available at http://mar-search.org.
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5.2 ModelSet: a dataset for machine learning in model-
driven engineering

Title: ModelSet: a dataset for machine learning in model-driven engineering

Authors:
José Antonio Hernández López, Javier Luis Cánovas Izquierdo,
Jesús Sánchez Cuadrado

Journal: Software and Systems Modeling
Impact factor: 2,211 JCR Q3 (2021)
Publisher: Springer
Year: 2021
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DOI: https://doi.org/10.1007/s10270-021-00929-3
State: Published
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Visualization, Project administration

Abstract. The application of machine learning (ML) algorithms to address problems related
to model-driven engineering (MDE) is currently hindered by the lack of curated datasets of
software models. There are several reasons for this, including the lack of large collections of
good quality models, the difficulty to label models due to the required domain expertise, and
the relative immaturity of the application of ML to MDE. In this work, we present ModelSet,
a labelled dataset of software models intended to enable the application of ML to address
software modelling problems. To create it we have devised a method designed to facilitate
the exploration and labelling of model datasets by interactively grouping similar models using
off-the-shelf technologies like a search engine. We have built an Eclipse plug-in to support
the labelling process, which we have used to label 5,466 Ecore meta-models and 5,120 UML
models with its category as the main label plus additional secondary labels of interest. We have
evaluated the ability of our labelling method to create meaningful groups of models in order to
speed up the process, improving the effectiveness of classical clustering methods. We showcase
the usefulness of the dataset by applying it in a real scenario: enhancing the MAR search engine.
We use ModelSet to train models able to infer useful metadata to navigate search results. The
dataset and the tooling are available at https://figshare.com/s/5a6c02fa8ed20782935c
and a live version at http://modelset.github.io.
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5.3 Using the ModelSet dataset to support machine learn-
ing in model-driven engineering

Title:
Using the ModelSet dataset to support
machine learning in model-driven engineering

Authors:
José Antonio Hernández López, Javier Luis Cánovas Izquierdo,
Jesús Sánchez Cuadrado

Conference:
ACM / IEEE 25th International Conference on
Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems (MODELS)

Core: A (2021)
Year: 2022
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DOI: https://doi.org/10.1145/3550356.3559096
State: Published
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Abstract. The availability of curated collections of models is essential for the application
of techniques like Machine Learning (ML) and Data Analytics to MDE as well as to boost
research activities. However, many applications of ML to address MDE tasks are currently
limited to small datasets. In this demo paper, we will present ModelSet, a dataset composed
of 5,466 Ecore models and 5,120 UML models which have been manually labelled to support
ML tasks (http://modelset.github.io). ModelSet is built upon the models collected by the
MAR search engine (http://mar-search.org), which provides more than 500,000 models of
different types. We will describe the structure of the dataset and we will explain how to use
the associated library to develop ML applications in Python. Finally, we will describe some
applications which can be addressed using ModelSet.
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5.4 Machine learning methods for model classification: a
comparative study

Title: Machine learning methods for model classification: a comparative study

Authors:
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Abstract. In the quest to reuse modeling artifacts, academics and industry have proposed
several model repositories over the last decade. Different storage and indexing techniques have
been conceived to facilitate searching capabilities to help users find reusable artifacts that
might fit the situation at hand. In this respect, machine learning (ML) techniques have been
proposed to categorize and group large sets of modeling artifacts automatically. This paper
reports the results of a comparative study of different ML classification techniques employed to
automatically label models stored in model repositories. We have built a framework to system-
atically compare different ML models (feed-forward neural networks, graph neural networks,
k-nearest neighbors, support version machines, etc.) with varying model encodings (TF-IDF,
word embeddings, graphs and paths). We apply this framework to two datasets of about 5,000
Ecore and 5,000 UML models. We show that specific ML models and encodings perform better
than others depending on the characteristics of the available datasets (e.g., the presence of
duplicates) and on the goals to be achieved.
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5.5 Towards the characterization of realistic model gener-
ators using graph neural networks

Title:
Towards the characterization of realistic model generators
using graph neural networks

Authors: José Antonio Hernández López, Jesús Sánchez Cuadrado

Conference:
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State: Published
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Abstract. The automatic generation of software models is an important element in many soft-
ware and systems engineering scenarios such as software tool certification, validation of cyber-
physical systems, or benchmarking graph databases. Several model generators are nowadays
available, but the topic of whether they generate realistic models has been little studied. The
state-of-the-art approach to check the realistic property in software models is to rely on simple
comparisons using graph metrics and statistics. This generates a bottleneck due to the com-
pression of all the information contained in the model into a small set of metrics. Furthermore,
there is a lack of interpretation in these approaches since there are no hints of why the generated
models are not realistic. Therefore, in this paper, we tackle the problem of assessing how real-
istic a generator is by mapping it to a classification problem in which a Graph Neural Network
(GNN) will be trained to distinguish between the two sets of models (real and synthetic ones).
Then, to assess how realistic a generator is we perform the Classifier Two-Sample Test (C2ST).
Our approach allows for interpretation of the results by inspecting the attention layer of the
GNN. We use our approach to assess four state-of-the-art model generators applied to three
different domains. The results show that none of the generators can be considered realistic.
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5.6 Generating structurally realistic models with deep autore-
gressive networks

Title: Generating structurally realistic models with deep autoregressive networks
Authors: José Antonio Hernández López, Jesús Sánchez Cuadrado
Journal: IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering
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Abstract. Model generators are important tools in model-based systems engineering to auto-
mate the creation of software models for tasks like testing and benchmarking. Previous works
have established four properties that a generator should satisfy: consistency, diversity, scalab-
ility, and structural realism. Although several generators have been proposed, none of them is
focused on realism. As a result, automatically generated models are typically simple and appear
synthetic. This work proposes a new architecture for model generators which is specifically de-
signed to be structurally realistic. Given a dataset consisting of several models deemed as real
models, this type of generators is able to produce new models which are structurally similar to
the models in the dataset, but are fundamentally novel models. Our implementation, named
ModelMime (M2), is based on a deep autoregressive model which combines a Graph Neural
Network with a Recurrent Neural Network. We decompose each model into a sequence of edit
operations, and the neural network is trained in the task of predicting the next edit operation
given a partial model. At inference time, the system produces new models by sampling edit
operations and iteratively completing the model. We have evaluated M2 with respect to three
state-of-the-art generators, showing that 1) our generator outperforms the others in terms of
the structurally realistic property 2) the models generated by M2 are most of the time consist-
ent, 3) the diversity of the generated models is at least the same as the real ones and, 4) the
generation process is scalable once the generator is trained.
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Chapter 6

Research stays and other publications

To close this thesis, it is worth mentioning the research stays performed by the PhD student
and other publications not included in the compendium published in the MDE and Software
Engineering fields.

6.1 Research stays
• Research stay at the University of Montreal (Montreal, Canada). It lasted 4 months.

The main aim of this research stay was to determine whether large pre-trained language
models of code are able to understand the syntax of a programming language. This
research improves the understanding of the internals of neural networks, which are used
pervasively in the thesis. This research stay resulted in a paper [54] published at the
Automated Software Engineering (ASE) Conference.

• Research stay at IncQuery Labs1 (Budapest, Hungary). It lasted 2 months. The main
aim of this research stay was to improve the main product of the company by developing
a compiler that transforms MagicDraw Structured Expressions2 to Viatra Queries3. This
stay helped the PhD student to understand software modelling more in-depth and to be
more in touch with that field in an industrial context.

6.2 Other publications
• José Antonio Hernández López and Jesús Sánchez Cuadrado. MAR: a structure-

based search engine for models. In International Conference on Model-Driven Engineering
Languages and Systems, pages 57–67, 2020.

• José Antonio Hernández López, Martin Weyssow, Jesús Sánchez Cuadrado, and
Houari Sahraoui. AST-Probe: Recovering abstract syntax trees from hidden represent-
ations of pre-trained language models. In 37th IEEE/ACM International Conference on
Automated Software Engineering, pages 1–11, 2022.

1https://incquery-group.com/
2https://docs.nomagic.com/display/MD185/Specifying+criteria+for+querying+model
3https://www.eclipse.org/viatra/documentation/query-language.html
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